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MOBILE TRANSCRIPTION APP

The SNChart mobile transcription app was designed for physicians, 
by physicians, to accelerate the transcription process while reducing 
manual processes. Users can view their personal schedule and 
dictate, as well as review, edit, and electronically sign their completed 
reports from their Android or iOS devices. Not only is the app a 
convenient feature for physicians, it also benefits the business office 
by reducing AR days.

Biometric login enhances security  
and access

Color-coded status indicators highlight 
important action items

Multi-tasking support allows use of 
multiple apps and simultaneous receipt 
of incoming calls

Advanced search assists with locating 
critical items quickly

Electronic signature speeds transcription 
process in a compliant manner

Operative reports display images

 Mobile App Key Features



How will the SNChart mobile app accelerate your 
transcription process & revenue cycle?

•  Practice Management System Interface 
Integration of surgery schedules with SNChart ensures 100% 
data integrity of patient demographic information and eliminates 
the need to manually send schedules for verification.

•  Dictation Reconciliation 
A pending dictation list ensures that no dictation is forgotten to 
help avoid coding and billing delays.

•  Dictation Recording & Upload 
Dictate and upload directly to Surgical Notes, on the go, eliminating 
the need to call a dictation line or use a handheld device. 

•  Report Editing 
Transcriptions are available for review and editing as soon as the 
next business day, simplifying the transcription review process.

•  Electronic Signature 
Physicians can sign their transcriptions – individually or in 
batches – at any time, reducing AR days.

“We have implemented the 
mobile transcription app, 
and we have found that the 
Docs really like it. The ones 
that love their phones, love 
this app!!! And it has greatly 
increased our op notes being 
completed and decreased my 
time chasing them!” 
    
–    Kari Sroka 

Business Office Manager 
Illinois Sports Medicine & 
Orthopedic Surgery Center

To learn how the SNChart mobile app will accelerate  
your revenue cycle, call (800) 459-5616, email  
sales@surgicalnotes.com, or visit www.surgicalnotes.com. 

About Surgical Notes
Surgical Notes is a healthcare IT company dedicated to 
developing cutting-edge, innovative revenue cycle solutions for 
the ambulatory surgery center industry. By assimilating Surgical 
Notes’ products and services, ASCs have access to an enterprise 
revenue cycle solution geared toward maximizing profitability, 
physician disbursements, and business office efficiency.


